The Road to Virtualisation
Aging desktops; the ‘old car syndrome’

Security, regulation and compliance

Changing user expectations

Like an old car, an aging desktop may be able to meet the
needs of the user as long as nothing goes wrong. But there
comes a point when breakdowns start to occur more often,
and fixing them becomes very expensive.

Older desktop/laptop systems were not designed to deal
with the risks that arise from the highly connected modern
world in which mobile technology and storage capability is
so pervasive.

Users of all seniority, right up to the most influential in the
business, now routinely expect to be able to be provided
with any device they think will be useful for work purposes.

 Moving to Windows 7: Is it worth it? 

 Virtualisation for highly legislated environments 

 The Consumerisation of IT Report 


Security

Here come hypervisors
you can trust


Cloud


Licensing


Costs

Desktop virtualisation:
Yes, it’s cheaper

Virtualisation turns PCs
into personal clouds

Desktop virtualisation:
Licence to bamboozle?

In your experience, which of the following types of users would
you regard as targets for desktop virtualisation?
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IT development staff

Adopters

IT operations/support staff
Other (non-IT) technical staff
General professional users
Transaction workers
Office based power users
Highly mobile professional users
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IT development staff
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IT operations/support staff
Other (non-IT) technical staff

How would you rank the following potential hurdles to desktop virtualisation
adoption?
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5 (Major blocker)
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To what degree has your organisation adopted any of these approaches?
Broad rollout across the organisation

Selective rollout to some groups

Piloting or investigating
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Potential benefits

All data comes from independent
research studies of readers of The
Register.
You can find them here, and you
should read them for more context.
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Shared Virtualisation

Blade Virtualisation
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Applied Desktop
Virtualisation

Perceptions, reality and practicality

The changing shape
of the desktop
No more like-for-like
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Client partitioning
desktop

Potential benefits

An overview of virtualization
challenges today

Virtualization: Solving the problems of success
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